
STEWARDS REPORT 
 

SEOUL RACECOURSE 
 

Saturday 27th March 2010 
 

Weather: Fine 
Track:  14% 

 
 
Stewards: Byung-sun Kim (Chairman), Kwang Ho Lee, James Perry, In-wook 

Hwang, Bae Young-phil, Brett Wright 
 
 
RACE ONE:  CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
A pre race veterinary examination of TAEPYEONGWON revealed the filly to be lame 
in the off fore leg. Acting on veterinary advice TAEPYEONGWON will be ineligible or 
six months. TAEPYEONGWON was a late scratching and betting time was extended 
five minutes. When questioned Jo In Kwen (RAON GEMS) stated that it was intention 
to race in a forward position but his mount jumped awkwardly and then commenced to 
race ungenerously in the middle stages. He said that when racing in the home straight 
RAON GEMS hung in. Jo In Kwen was warned against having too tight a hold on his 
mounts at the start and that this may have contributed to the filly jumping awkwardly in 
this instance. A post race veterinary examination of RAON GEMS did not reveal any 
abnormality and a swab sample was taken. Between the 300m and the 200m MIDAS 
RUN, which lay in when racing in the home straight, was held up for a run behind 
BYEOLBIT NARA and to the inside of ANSEONG CHUKJE and was unable to 
improve. Lee Ai Li (HWANGGEUMBEONJJEOK) reported that she was unwell and 
not able to fulfill her riding engagement. 
 
RACE TWO: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 
SANGCHEONBOGEOM, FIELD LINER and LOVE LANGUISSA were difficult to 
load in the barrier and must undergo a stall test prior to their next start. Near the 200m 
Lee Joon Chel (DAEYSEONG) accidentally had his whip knocked from his possession. 
HWASANBULPAE (Han Sung Youl) lay out when racing in the home straight. Han 
Sung Youl was advised that in similar circumstances he was to stop riding and straighten 
his mounts. Oh Kyoung Hoan (FIELD LINER) was warned for weighing in 500grams 
over his declared weight.  
 
RACE THREE: CLASS 6 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1300 METRES 
ACHIMSARANG was a late scratching when it dislodged its rider en route to the barrier. 
In these special circumstances a warning was issued. Betting time was extended five 
minutes. SILVER CROWN jumped awkwardly and shifted out abruptly losing ground. 
A swab sample was taken from JANGGUNPO. A post race veterinary examination of 
MISS NINE did not reveal any abnormality.  
 



RACE FOUR: CLASS 4 - FOREIGN BRED – 1300 METRES 
ALO EXPERT was slowly away. Park Tae Jong (YONGSAN HWANGNYONG) was 
warned for allowing his mount to shift out near the 300m resulting in FORTUNATA 
having to be checked wider on the track. A post race veterinary examination of 
YONGSAN HWANGNYONG, THUNDER ICON and SUPER YONGWANG did 
not reveal any abnormality. A swab sample was taken from YONGSAN 
HWANGNYONG.  
 
RACE FIVE: CLASS 4 - FOREIGN BRED – 1000 METRES 
YEOLDUGWANGJURI and EVA were difficult to load in the barrier and must now 
undergo a stall test prior to the next start. Near the 200m GWACHEON WANGJA lay 
in, and inconvenienced FLYACE slightly. A post race veterinary GWACHEON 
WANGJA did not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was taken. 
 
RACE SIX: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
PLUS VALUE was difficult to load in the barrier and must undergo a stall test prior to 
its next start.  
 
RACE SEVEN: CLASS 5 – DOMESTIC BRED  - 1400 METRES 
Yoo Seung Wan (BON RISING) was fined W40,000 for careless riding in that near the 
1100m he permitted his mount to shift in when not clear of YONGHO YAKJIN and 
SILVER WAY which were checked. MR. TORONTO cast its near hind racing plate in 
running. A swab sample was taken from WHITE VOLPONY.  
 
RACE EIGHT: CLASS 4 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1700 METRES 
A pre race veterinary examination of IGIRI behind the barrier found to be lame in the off 
fore leg. IGIRI was a late scratching and betting time was extended five minutes. Acting 
on veterinary advice IGIRI will be ineligible to race for 4 months. SEOUL 
MYEONGMUN missed the start (4L) and given its record will be suspended from 
racing for one month and will be required to undergo a stall test prior to its next start. 
DAESEUNGGIPEUM missed the start slightly. A swab sample was taken from 
HAENGBOKAN PARTY. Jung Ki Yong (NURIYEONGUNG) was warned for using 
the whip on his colt forward of the shoulder on one occasion near the 150m. 
 
RACE NINE: CLASS 3 – DOMESTIC BRED - 1800 METRES 
Park Byeong Yun replaced Lee Ai Li as the rider of LIGHT CAT. TUMMIM and 
DALLYEORAGONGJU bumped on jumping. Rounding the first turn the saddle on 
TUMMIN slipped forward placing its rider at a severe disadvantage for the remainder of 
the race. After an inquiry trainer Ha Jae Heung (TUMMIN) was fined W100,000 for 
carelessness in the saddling of the filly. Rounding the first turn MR. CALGARY was 
steadied when it pulled into a run on the inside TOP SEED. A post race veterinary 
examination of DALLYEORAGONGJU did not reveal any abnormality.  
 
RACE TEN: CLASS 2 – FOREIGN BRED – 1800 METRES 
When questioned in relation to the performance of SADAE GWANGJA, Choi Bum 
Hyun explained that he intended to lead in the race but was beaten for speed and was 



forced to race in behind KHAKI HALLS. He stated that in the early and middle stages 
of the race his mount raced fiercely and ungenerously with its head in the air and as a 
result it tired over the concluding stages of the race. A post race veterinary examination 
of SADAE GWANGJA did not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was taken. 
Stewards deemed the performance of SADAE GWANGJA to be unsatisfactory so it was 
ordered that the gelding compete satisfactorily in an official barrier trial prior to its next 
start. 
 
RACE ELEVEN: CLASS 2 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1900 METRES 
THESEUS was difficult to load in the barrier so it must undergo a stall test prior to its 
next start. Yoon Tae Hyoug (GWACHEON JIJON) was fined for careless riding in that 
rounding the final turn he shifted out abruptly resulting in THESEUS and KIND DAY 
having to be checked and carried very wide on the track. Yoon Tae Hyoug has incurred 
two recent fines for this offence so, in accordance with the KRA penalty guidelines, his 
penalty was increased and his license to ride in races was suspended for 2 race days. A 
post race veterinary examination of MAJOR GIRL did not reveal any abnormality and a 
swab sample was taken. HIGH TAXI bled during the race and will be ineligible to 
compete in a race for one month. 
 
RACE TWELVE: CLASS 4 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
THUNDER WOMAN was an early scratching when it was revealed that the filly was 
lame in the near fore leg. MAKE MONEY was difficult to load in the barrier and must 
undergo a stall test prior to its next start. A post race veterinary examination of BLACK 
ROSE and HAPPY PYEONGCHANG did not reveal any abnormality and a swab 
sample was taken from each runner. Near the 800m HAENGBOKAN GYEJEOL and 
MAKE MONEY bumped and became unbalanced. 
 
RIDING CHANGES 
Yoon Young Min was indisposed due to a shoulder injury and the following rider 
substitutions were allowed.  
Race 3  NEW HERIONE   Kim Dong Chul 
Race 11 GAMDONGGUI SUNGAN  Kim Dong Chul 
 
 
 
In addition to the swab samples noted above, all the first three place getters in each 
race were sent to be swabbed. 
 
 


